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HAT IS THE MAMMALIAN DENTATE GYRUS GOOD FOR?
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bstract—In the mammalian hippocampus, the dentate gyrus
DG) is characterized by sparse and powerful unidirectional
rojections to CA3 pyramidal cells, the so-called mossy fi-
ers (MF). The MF form a distinct type of synapses, rich in
inc, that appear to duplicate, in terms of the information they
onvey, what CA3 cells already receive from entorhinal cor-
ex layer II cells, which project both to the DG and to CA3.
omputational models have hypothesized that the function
f the MF is to enforce a new, well-separated pattern of
ctivity onto CA3 cells, to represent a new memory, prevail-
ng over the interference produced by the traces of older

emories already stored on CA3 recurrent collateral connec-
ions. Although behavioral observations support the notion
hat the MF are crucial for decorrelating new memory repre-
entations from previous ones, a number of findings require
hat this view be reassessed and articulated more precisely in
he spatial and temporal domains. First, neurophysiological
ecordings indicate that the very sparse dentate activity is
oncentrated on cells that display multiple but disorderly
lace fields, unlike both the single fields typical of CA3 and
he multiple regular grid-aligned fields of medial entorhinal
ortex. Second, neurogenesis is found to occur in the adult
G, leading to new cells that are functionally added to the
xisting circuitry, and may account for much of its ongoing
ctivity. Third, a comparative analysis suggests that only
ammals have evolved a DG, despite some of its features
eing present also in reptiles, whereas the avian hippocam-
us seems to have taken a different evolutionary path. Thus,
e need to understand both how the mammalian dentate
perates, in space and time, and whether evolution, in other
ertebrate lineages, has offered alternative solutions to the
ame computational problems. © 2008 IBRO. Published by
lsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

ey words: hippocampus, memory storage, memory re-
rieval, neurogenesis, spatial representation, mossy fibers.
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n appreciation of the role of the hippocampus in memory
egan to diffuse half a century ago thanks to the work of
renda Milner (Scoville and Milner, 1957). Gradually her
ndings stimulated a renewed interest in trying to under-
tand the beautifully regular internal structure of the hip-
ocampus, described by classical anatomists, in terms of
emory function. A prominent feature of that structure,

ommon to all mammals, is the dentate gyrus (DG), whose
ain neuronal population of granule cells comprises a sort
f side-loop to the pyramidal cells of the next hippocampal
egion, CA3. Cells in CA3 receive on their apical dendrites
irect projections from layer II in entorhinal cortex, but
hose projections also make synapses, on the way as it
ere, onto the dendrites of the granule cells, which in turn
end the so-called mossy fibers (MF) to CA3, where the
bers make strong and sparse synapses near pyramidal
ell somata. What is the function of this side-loop, which
mounts to duplicating afferent inputs to CA3?

Over the 50 years since the report by Brenda Milner,
he overall function of the hippocampus in human memory
as been understood much better and it has been related
o its function in other mammals (O’Keefe and Nadel,
978; Squire, 1991; Moser et al., in press). Why the mam-
alian hippocampus should need a DG is still an open
uestion, despite intense research on this subfield during
he past decade (reviewed e.g. in the recent volume edited
y Scharfman, 2007).

MARR’S ‘SIMPLE’ MEMORY

fter elaborating his grand memory theories of the cere-

ellum and of the neocortex, the young David Marr turned

ved.
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o what he regarded as little more than a straightforward
xercise, and developed a theory for archicortex, i.e. the
ippocampus (Marr, 1971). He put together in brilliant
athematical form a general view of what the hippocam-
us does in memory, a view condensed from the neuro-
sychological studies, and took this as the basis to under-
tand the internal structure of the hippocampus. This the-
retical research program, of understanding the design
rinciples of the structure starting from the function, or
everse engineering the hippocampus, has been enor-
ously influential. Nevertheless, the articulated internal

tructure which anatomists and physiologists describe is
omewhat strident with Marr’s notion of the hippocampus
s a ‘simple’ memory that is further characterized as ‘free,’

.e. which can be accessed from an arbitrary fraction of its
ontent, as opposed to ‘directed’ (a label which, inciden-
ally, would have perhaps resonated more with the classi-
al notion of the ‘trisynaptic’ circuit; Andersen et al., 1971).
oreover, the details of his modeling approach are difficult

o appraise, let alone to assess. Marr thought in terms of
iscrete memory states, and devoted an entire section of
is paper to ‘capacity calculations,’ which indicates that he
ealized the importance of a quantitative approach; yet, his
wn capacity calculations, when taking into account how
parse neuronal activity is in the real brain, would lead to a
ather dismal capacity of only about pc�100 memories
see e.g. Papp and Treves, 2007). To effectively retrieve
ach of these memories from partial cues, Marr eloquently
mphasized, in words, the ‘collateral effect’ i.e. the poten-
ial role in pattern completion of recurrent connections,
rominent among CA3 pyramidal cells (Amaral et al.,
990); but his own model was not really affected by the
resence of such collaterals, as shown later by careful
eta-analysis (Willshaw and Buckingham, 1990).

Marr did not conceive of any interesting role for the DG
Fig. 1), and he summarily dismissed granule cells as

ig. 1. The model by Marr (1971), like several modern connectionist m
n his block scheme (left); whereas in the ‘Hebb-Marr’ recurrent netwo
vals in the diagram on the right) are taken to represent MF synapses.

nformation which had been kept segregated in the earlier feedforward
ctive units at each stage, and to be reinstated when a subevent X

onsidered also by McNaughton and Morris, but not included in the diagram. T
ransferred to the recurrent network for storage.
ffectively ‘extended dendritic trees’ for CA3 cells, which
e accordingly labeled as ‘collector’ cells. It is possible that

n this cavalier attitude he was biased by his earlier as-
essment of the role of the granule cells of the cerebellum,
hich he thought of as performing expansion recoding

Marr, 1969). In the cerebellum, however, the granule cells
re postsynaptic to the axons that are called (there) MF,
nd the huge cerebellar expansion factor from MF to gran-
le cells is not observed in the hippocampus, where the
triking element, instead, is the peculiar type of synapses
rom the granule cells to CA3 pyramidal cells, those on the
ippocampal MF.

Marr was well aware of the interference among distinct
emories, in his model, but focused on interference at

etrieval, not on the disrupting effect of other memories on
he storage of a new one. Moreover, the peculiar firing
roperties of hippocampal pyramidal cells in rodents had
ot yet carved their special niche in the collective imagi-
ation (the discovery of place cells was nearly simulta-
eous with his paper; O’Keefe and Dostrovsky, 1971). So
arr did not think in terms of spatial memories, or of the

pecific interference effects that arise with memory repre-
entations that reflect the continuity of space.

Connectionist networks later became widely popular
s models of the storage of memories on the synaptic
eights between neuron-like units. In such networks,
hich are typically feed-forward, from input to output, and
re trained with artificial mathematical procedures such as
ack-propagation, controlling interference between mem-
ries is simpler. It amounts to ensuring good pattern sep-
ration, i.e. that two input patterns that should be distinct
ut are correlated, end up less correlated at the output
tage. Sometimes pattern separation is referred to with the
ore stringent term of orthogonalization, which loosely

uggests representations ‘as different as possible’ (even
hough one does not usually mean strictly orthogonal in the

es not ascribe a salient role to the DG, which is not even represented
Naughton and Morris (1987) the crucial detonator synapses (slashed
t in the Marr scheme the collaterals in the rightmost population P3 mix

1 and P2; a stored event is taken to be represented by a fraction a of
as input even to a single block of P1. Earlier processing stages are
odels, do
rk of Mc
Note tha
stages P

is given

heir diagram exemplifies three different patterns X1, X2 and X3 being
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eometrical sense, which would require entirely separate
ctive units). With recurrent networks, as Marr had envis-
ged, implemented in the CA3 region, interference prob-

ems are more serious, and have to be dealt with already
hen storing new memories, lest these memories are

ealized as bad copies of pre-existing ones.
Could it be that the DG is there to reduce interference

uring storage, i.e. to produce a new pattern of firing
ctivity in CA3 that is well separated, or unrelated, to those
epresenting other memories already in storage?

DETONATOR SYNAPSES

ith their review, McNaughton and Morris (1987) took the
arr framework closer to the real hippocampus, and
rought it to bear on the question of why we have a DG.
hey discussed several ‘Hebb-Marr’ associative memory
odel architectures and whether they resembled hip-
ocampal networks. The operation of such models can be
ore readily analyzed if the memory patterns to be stored
re assigned ‘by hand,’ rather than self-organized under
he influence of ongoing inputs. One can imagine that a
ystem of strong one-to-one connections from another
rea may effectively ‘transfer’ a pattern of activity from
here, where it is determined by some unspecified process,
o the associative memory network. McNaughton and Mor-
is (1987) observed that the complex synapses on the MF
rojections from DG to CA3, which also by virtue of their
roximity to the soma were considered to be individually
uite powerful (Blackstad and Kjaerheim, 1961; Andersen
nd Loyning, 1962), might ‘detonate’ the postsynaptic cell,
orrowing a term from the Eccles (1937) early theory of
lectrical synaptic transmission. This would offer an ap-
roximate implementation in the real brain of such one-to-
ne connections (Fig. 1). The distributions of activity to be
tored in memory would be effectively generated in the
G, perhaps by expansion recoding (again, as hypothe-
ized for granule cells in the cerebellum) and then simply
ransferred to CA3. Correct or not, the detonator proposal
elects a subset of hippocampal models—those that en-

ig. 2. What is the DG? Left: The DG of mammals is a three-layered
olymorph layer, also called hilus. The principal cells of the DG issue a
or the neuronal marker NeuN in blue and for the presence of calbindin
f the DG, and the zinc-containing MF projection superficial to the CA
endrites, as well as parts of presubiculum and entorhinal cortex. Righ
rea, entorhinal cortex, and the same input axons go on to make cont
ecurrent. The MF apparently duplicate entorhinal input: they terminate

nto very complex spines, the thorny excrescences, of CA3 pyramidal cells, as
re the major origin of the intrinsic associational system of the DG.
isage a specific role for the DG—as potentially explana-
ory of the organization of the hippocampal formation, as it
ad been described in mammals; even though other influ-
ntial system-level neural networks models, much like
arr’s original one, may also usefully reproduce certain
ualitative aspects of hippocampal memory function, with-
ut invoking a similar special role for the DG (Schmajuk,
990; Carpenter and Grossberg, 1993; Burgess et al.,
994; McClelland et al., 1995; Levy, 1996; Gluck and
yers, 2001).

Thus the question that remains open is whether or not
he DG is essential for hippocampal memory function.
aybe the DG is only one of several possible solutions to
ffective memory storage. Alternatively, function alone,
ualitatively characterized (“memory storage”), is insuffi-
ient to fully determine structure: the function may be

mplemented also without a DG, and without other solu-
ions, only less well, in quantitative terms. Considering
hese possibilities is further stimulated by the observation,
eviewed below, that the mammalian and avian hip-
ocampi may carry out similar functions with dissimilar
tructure. By the time the McNaughton and Morris review
as published, fortunately, the Hopfield (1982) model had

ed to the development of much more powerful techniques
or the mathematical analysis of neural network models,
ncouraging a new generation of researchers to take a
ore quantitative approach than the qualitative simulation

ypically produced by earlier connectionist models. This
pproach will be considered again below. First, however, it

s useful to ask the basic question, what is ‘a DG?’ Which
re the essential features of its neural network design?

THE DG

hat has been called the DG in the mammalian lineage is
strikingly well conserved part of the cortex with a trilam-

nar structure, considered to be typical of the ‘primitive’
ortex or allocortex (Stephan, 1975; Fig. 2). The outermost

ayer, called the molecular layer, is relatively cell free. It
omprises the dendrites of the dentate principal cells. In

ith an outer molecular layer, a central granule cell layer and a deep
e MF system, to area CA3. Pseudo-colored horizontal section stained
ed. Antibodies against calbindin not only clearly stain the three layers
dal cells, but also a large proportion of CA1 pyramidal cells and their
receives its main input from a single higher order cortical association

e principal cells of the directly adjacent area CA3, which is massively
assant’ three-dimensionally complex presynatic terminals, rich in zinc,
cortex, w
xons, th
D-28 in r
3 pyrami
t: The DG
act on th
with ‘en p
well as of neurons in the hilus. Hilar neurons, also called mossy cells,
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ddition, it contains axons that originate in a limited num-
er of sources, the main ones being the perforant path
xons arising from the entorhinal cortex and the intrinsic
ssociational and commissural systems which originate in
he ipsilateral and contralateral hilar mossy cells, respec-
ively. Additional fibers come from a variety of local inter-
eurons, present in any of the three layers of the DG
Houser, 2007; Leranth and Hajszan, 2007).

The second or main cell layer is composed of densely
acked so-called granule cells, which have small spherical
ell bodies (8–12 �m in diameter). These cells extend
endrites bifurcating very close to the soma and preferen-
ially distributing to the molecular layer. In adult rodents,
asal dendrites are largely absent although in young rats
f 5–10 days of age such basal dendrites have been
escribed (Seress and Pokorny, 1981; Spigelman et al.,
998; Ribak et al., 2004). In monkeys and in humans, a
ubstantial number of granule cells display basal den-
rites, which extend into the hilus (Seress and Mrzljak,
987). The morphological features of the basal dendrites,
uch as dendritic branching and spine density, are similar
o those of apical dendrites (Seress and Mrzljak, 1987;
rotscher et al., 1991). Basal dendrites, like the apical
nes, are involved in the mossy cell mediated excitatory
ircuitry that is typical for the DG (Frotscher et al., 1991).

The third and deepest layer present in the DG of mam-
als is generally referred to as the hilus. It is located

ubjacent to the granule cell layer and extends to the
order of the dendritic layer of CA3 that is interposed
etween the upper (suprapyramidal) and lower (infrapyra-
idal) blades of the DG. Mossy cells are the most numer-
us cell type in the hilus, although still a factor of 25/30 less
bundant than granule cells (Amaral et al., 1990). These
xcitatory neurons are characterized by their densely spiny
endrites and several thorny excrescences on both the cell
ody and proximal dendritic shafts and their dendrites are
ostly confined to the hilus (Amaral, 1978).

The axons of the DG principal (granule) cells have
een called the MF projection. They pass through the hilus
n their way to their ultimate target, the CA3 pyramidal cell,
nd in the hilus they issue collaterals that either synapse
nto mossy cells (Claiborne et al., 1986) or form recurrent
ollaterals into the deepest portion of the molecular layer,
here they most likely target basket cells (Ribak and
eterson, 1991). The bundle of axons emerging from the
entate is so conspicuous that it can be seen almost
ithout any additional staining protocols as a translucent
rea in slices; therefore it has become known as stratum

ucidum (Ramon y Cajal, 1893; Lorente de Nó, 1934). All
bers form giant, spatially complex synaptic terminals onto
he dendrites of CA3 pyramidal cells, described as MF
erminals (for reviews, see Henze et al., 2000; Blaabjerg
nd Zimmer, 2007). Irrespective of species or strain, the
omplex MF terminals, in the hilus as well as in CA3,
ontain high concentrations of Zinc, and this has been
sed to visualize the MF system (Timm, 1958; Haug, 1967;
anscher, 1981; see Blaabjerg and Zimmer, 2007 for fur-

her details). These zinc-containing complex terminal

tructures, which are rather sparsely innervating CA3 py- m
amidal cells (only some 50 synapses per CA3 cell in
odents; Amaral et al., 1990) but appear quite effective at
ctivating their targets (Henze et al., 2002), are the ones
onsidered to be ‘detonator synapses’ by McNaughton and
orris (1987).

THE DG AS AN UNSUPERVISED CA3
INSTRUCTOR

he vertebrate ‘hippocampus’ appears to have taken a
ommon evolutionary route, up to the definition of its gen-
ral functional role. In mammals, it then followed a rather
arrow path in further specifying its internal organization.
his suggests that in order to understand what the DG, in
articular, contributes to what the mammalian hippocam-
us does, we need to ask how well it does it, in quantitative
erms, because a qualitative account could well work out
ithout a DG. To develop a quantitative mathematical
nalysis was precisely the aim of the Treves and Rolls
1992) network model.

eparate storage and retrieval phases

part from the detonator synapse suggestion, early anal-
ses of associative memory networks had focused on
haracterizing the retrieval of patterns already stored, with-
ut really considering how those memory patterns could
ave been stored, i.e. embedded in a matrix of synaptic
onnections. The Hopfield (1982) model, in particular,
nce analyzed by Amit et al (1987) with techniques im-
orted from statistical physics, provided a mathematical
ramework to quantitatively analyze associative retrieval in
ystems dominated by recurrent connections. The analy-
es show that a population of N units, representing dis-
rete memories with patterns of firing activity of sparse-
ess a (0�a�1 signifying, roughly, that Na units are active

n each memory representation), can associatively retrieve
p to a well-defined critical number pc of such memories.
he number pc is proportional to the number of recurrent
ollateral synapses each unit receives, and it increases as
goes to 0, i.e. the sparser is the representation. Each of

he retrieved firing patterns can represent of the order of
a ln(1/a) bits of information about the content of the
emory (Treves and Rolls, 1991). Following Marr (1971),
cNaughton and Morris (1987) and Rolls (1989) had
ointed out that the extensive system of CA3 recurrent
onnections could be there to implement such a retrieval
peration, through Marr’s collateral effect. Devoting such
xtensive resources to retrieval makes sense, however,
nly if the stored memories actually contain as much in-
ormation, i.e. roughly a ln(1/a) bits per unit, as the collat-
rals are later able to retrieve.

This quantifies, then, to what extent interference from
he memory traces already in place should be reduced: the
ovel pattern to be stored should contain that much fresh

nformation. It may be assumed that almost none of it
everberates through recurrent connections, because their
resynaptic units largely reflect previously stored patterns
whereas in a feedforward system their activity is deter-

ined solely by the new input). As noted by McNaughton
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nd Morris (1987), a system of strong one-to-one projec-
ions from a separate population of units, without recurrent
onnections, i.e. the DG, could indeed provide the solution,
imply by imposing its own novel pattern of activity onto the
ostsynaptic units. The one-to-one correspondence is not
ecessary, however: what matters is that, no matter how
parse the CA3 representation, afferent inputs, which bring
ovel information, be at least as strong as all recurrent

nputs put together, which only reflect previously stored
nd hence interfering memories (Treves and Rolls, 1992;
ig. 3). MF inputs appear strong on their own (Henze et al.,
002; Rollenhagen et al., 2007), and their effective
trength may be augmented by concurrent inhibition (Mori
t al., 2007) and short-term facilitation (Salin et al., 1996).

Such strong afferent inputs may well be unsupervised,
n that they just need to produce patterns uncorrelated with
reviously stored input patterns. It helps if they convey
parse activity. For effective retrieval, however, recurrent
onnections should prevail, as they enable reverberatory
ctivity—the collateral effect—to reinstate the original
emory pattern, including the components that are not

epresented in the input cue. In addition, the effective relay
f small retrieval cues requires the afferent synapses to
elay distributed activity, with weights that have been as-
ociatively modified at the time of storage, in order to
ptimize the cue signal-to-noise ratio (Treves and Rolls,
992). These conflicting requirements favor, first, separat-

ig. 3. The amount of new information, in bits per unit (y-axis) at
torage and at retrieval, as a function of the sparseness of the CA3
epresentation (x-axis), The shaded area is the amount of information
hat can be retrieved by the collateral effect; hence efficient storage
as to result in more information (i.e. in the non-shaded region). The
hree broken curves show the information in a memory pattern driven
y afferent inputs (MF) five times stronger than recurrent connections,
or three different sparseness values of the inputs they relay,

DG�0.004, 0.02 or 0.1. All three curves are in the ‘efficient’ storage
hite region, indicating that MF strength is more important than exactly
ow sparse is activity on the input lines (provided it is sparse). The

ower curve shows the amount that would result from direct cortical
perforant path) projections four times weaker than the collaterals. This
urve is invariant with respect to input sparseness, and its remaining in
he shaded area shows that efficient storage is not possible with inputs
istributed over many synapses, collectively weaker than recurrent
onnections. From Treves and Rolls (1992).
ng in time a storage phase and a retrieval phase. Tempo- i
al separation allows for differential modulation, like the
ne proposed to be effected by cholinergic inputs, not just

n piriform cortex (Hasselmo et al., 1992), but in cortical
etworks in general (Hasselmo and Bower, 1993). Sec-
nd, the conflicting requirements favor separating anatom-

cally the afferent inputs operating at storage and at re-
rieval, to optimize the respective parameters separately.
oth input systems must report on the same representa-

ion, otherwise the retrieval cue cannot be part of the
ontent of a stored memory pattern. The DG essentially
uplicates, with its MF projections to CA3, the message
hat the direct perforant path inputs convey to CA3, about
he same patterns of activity in layer II of entorhinal cortex,
ut it implements the option for anatomical separation. If a
ew discrete pattern of entorhinal activity has to be stored

n CA3, it can first be recoded as a pattern of activity in the
G, and then be transformed by the MF projections into
et another, apparently random, CA3 pattern of activity. If
o, it should be possible with appropriate experiments to
bserve the anatomical separation between the inputs
riving CA3 at storage and at retrieval, with only the former
oursing through the DG side-loop to CA3.

oward localizing pattern separation in the DG

generic involvement of the hippocampus in decorrelation
f similar experiences is apparent from studies suggesting
hat animals with complete lesions of the hippocampus are
ot able to discriminate environments with a number of
ommon features. If an electric shock is given during ex-
osure to one of two similar but not identical chambers,
nimals with hippocampal lesions are severely impaired in
hoosing the safe environment on a subsequent prefer-
nce test (Selden et al., 1991). When reexposed to the
raining chambers, the lesioned rats exhibit freezing in both
nvironments whereas control animals only freeze in the
hock-associated environment (McDonald et al., 1995;
rankland et al., 1998). Similarly, the ability to distinguish
verlapping sequences of odor choices is impaired by
ippocampal lesions (Agster et al., 2002), as is the ability

o distinguish neighboring food wells in a delayed matching
ask in a large open arena (Gilbert et al., 1998). Whenever
ested, the retrieval deficit correlates with the degree of
imilarity between the task conditions.

The critical effect of the hippocampus for successful
iscrimination between similar experiences provides op-
ortunities for testing the specific involvement of the DG in
attern separation. Using the same task as in their early
tudy with complete hippocampal lesions, Gilbert and col-

eagues (2001) showed that animals with colchicine-in-
uced lesions of the DG are unable to discriminate correct
nd incorrect food wells when their locations are close to
ne another. The deficit decreased with increasing dis-
ance between the correct object and the foil. Performance
as not impaired by neurotoxic lesions in CA1, suggesting

hat different subfields of the hippocampus have different
unctions and that the DG may be uniquely associated with
patial pattern separation. Successful separation may de-
end particularly on the detonator properties of the MF
nputs to CA3 and these properties may be primarily im-
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ortant at the encoding stage (Treves and Rolls, 1992). In
upport of this idea, mice with a temporary inactivation
upposedly selective for the MF synapses were impaired
n finding the hidden platform if the inactivation occurred
ust before training in a Morris water maze task, but the
nimals were unimpaired if they had learnt the platform

ocation 1 week before (Lassalle et al., 2000). Moreover,
ats with colchicine-induced lesions of the DG showed
mpaired within-day acquisition of the most direct trajectory
n a ‘Hebb-Williams’ maze, while rats with electrolytic le-
ions aimed at the perforant path inputs to the apical
endrites of the CA3 cells were reported to show a dispro-
ortionate impairment in retrieval, the day after acquisition
as completed (Lee and Kesner, 2004). Finally, during

earning in a radial-arm maze task, patterns of immediate-
arly gene expression suggest that the DG tends to dis-
ngage from hippocampal information flow with increased
astery of the task (Poirier et al., 2008).

While these studies have pointed to a possible role for
he DG in pattern separation during memory encoding, the
reatments are generally too crude to allow the exact
echanisms to be identified. Colchicine has a selective
ffect on granule cells at low doses but the higher doses
equired for complete hippocampal lesions may cause sig-
ificant damage to other neurons and other hippocampal
ubfields as well. The selectivity of the procedures for
esions of the CA3 component of the perforant path and
nactivation of MF is also uncertain and the exact extent of
rug distribution and subregional damage cannot be de-

ermined from the reported data. New genetic interventions
ay allow the outputs from the DG to be inactivated more

ompletely and selectively in the near future.

EVIDENCE FOR NETWORK MECHANISMS OF
PATTERN SEPARATION

lot can be learned about the functions of the DG by
ecording neuronal activity from granule cells and targets
f granule cells in intact animals. Neuronal recording stud-

es, particularly in the spatial domain, have suggested that
he DG contributes to pattern separation in at least two
ays. First, representations tend to be orthogonalized by
parse firing in what is believed to be the granule cell
opulation. Only a very low proportion of the putative gran-
le cells fire in any given environment (Jung and Mc-
aughton, 1993; Leutgeb et al., 2007). While a typical
xploration session may activate between a quarter and a
alf of the pyramidal cell population in the CA fields, the
roportion of active granule cells, as estimated from stud-

es of immediate early gene activation, fluctuates from 2 to
% of the cell population (Chawla et al., 2005; Ramirez-
maya et al., 2006; Tashiro et al., 2007). The sparse firing
f the granule cells is likely to contribute to approximate
rthogonalization of correlated input patterns, much in the
ame way as the numerous and sparsely active granule
ells of the cerebellum (Chadderton et al., 2004) were
hought to allow different incoming signals to be dispersed
nto largely non-overlapping populations of Purkinje cells

Marr, 1969). 2
A second mechanism for pattern separation might be
ased on the recruitment of different populations of hip-
ocampal place cells, enforced by strong ‘detonator’ inputs
rom the DG during encoding. Place cells are cells that fire
n one or sometimes several confined locations (‘place
elds’) through which an animal is moving, but are virtually
ilent in all other places (O’Keefe and Dostrovsky, 1971;
oser et al., in press). A well-characterized feature of
lace cells in the hippocampus is their tendency to switch
r ‘remap’ between multiple uncorrelated representations
fter only minor changes in the sensory input or the moti-
ational context (Muller and Kubie, 1987; Bostock et al.,
991; Markus et al., 1995). Hippocampal remapping can
hus be seen as a special case of pattern separation in
hich small differences in neuronal activity in the inputs to

he hippocampus are transformed to highly differentiated
epresentations.

Where and how does remapping emerge in the hip-
ocampal network? Place-specific firing has been ob-
erved in all subfields of the hippocampus. Pyramidal cells

n CA3 and CA1 fire at single confined locations; dentate
ranule cells generally have multiple discrete firing fields
Jung and McNaughton, 1993; Leutgeb et al., 2007; Fig.
). Place-specific firing is abundant also in principal cells of
he medial entorhinal cortex (Fyhn et al., 2004) but here
he multiple fields of each cell form a periodic triangular
rray, or a grid, that tiles the entire two-dimensional space
vailable to the animal (Hafting et al., 2005). Transitions
etween representations can be seen in all entorhinal–
ippocampal areas but the nature of the transformation is
uite distinct. In the entorhinal cortex, the same cells are
ctive in each environment and the relative offset between
he firing fields of the active cells remains constant across
nvironments, suggesting that the entorhinal cortex con-
ains a single map that is used in all environments (Fyhn et
l., 2007). In the hippocampus, in contrast, and in partic-
lar in the CA3 region, the subsets of active cells in two
nvironments are strongly decorrelated, i.e. they tend to
how less than chance overlap even for environments with
any common features (Leutgeb et al., 2004). This trans-

ormation of spatial representations between entorhinal
ortex and hippocampus suggests that a pattern-separat-

ng mechanism is located somewhere in the early stages of
he hippocampus, possibly in the DG.

Experimental evidence suggests that the contribution
f the DG to remapping in the hippocampus depends on
he type of remapping. Two major forms of remapping can
e distinguished in the hippocampal CA areas. When dis-
ributions of both place and rate have statistically indepen-
ent values in two environments, the transition is referred
o as ‘global remapping’ (Leutgeb et al., 2005a). Transi-
ions between such representations are all-or-none, even
hen the sensory input is changed slowly and incremen-

ally (Wills et al., 2005). Under other conditions, the place
elds remain constant and only the rate distribution is
hanged; this is referred to as ‘rate remapping’ (Leutgeb et
l., 2005a). Rate remapping is gradual and not coherent
etween different hippocampal neurons (Leutgeb et al.,

005a,b).
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Global remapping is strongly dependent on ensemble
ynamics in the medial entorhinal cortex. During global
emapping in the hippocampus, grid cells maintain a con-
tant internal spatial phase relationship but the firing ver-
ices of the grid cells in the two environments are always
hifted or rotated relative to each other (Fyhn et al., 2007).
hether the DG contributes to the transformation of sig-

als from a single coherent representation in the entorhinal
ortex to multiple decorrelated representations in the hip-
ocampus is not known, but global remapping can, in
rinciple, be generated merely by convergence of direct

nputs to the hippocampus from modules of grid cells with
ifferent alignment to the external landmarks or by trans-

ation of the entorhinal representation to a different location
n the entorhinal ensemble map (Fyhn et al., 2007, their
upplementary Fig. 12). In contrast, direct entorhinal–hip-
ocampal connections are not sufficient for hippocampal
ate remapping. When only the rate distribution is changed
n CA3, the pattern of coactivity among granule cells in the
G is substantially altered after even minimal changes in

he shape of the environment (Leutgeb et al., 2007). The
ack of simultaneous change in the medial entorhinal cor-
ex under such conditions (Fyhn et al., 2007; Leutgeb et
l., 2007) raises the possibility that rate-based pattern
eparation mechanisms originate in the DG. By them-
elves, these observations are not sufficient to imply that
nputs from the DG are necessary or indeed sufficient for
attern separation in the hippocampus. However, using a
ouse line with NMDA receptors abolished specifically in
entate granule cells, McHugh et al. (2007) found that rate
emapping was disrupted in CA3 when the mutant mice
ere allowed to explore two environments which differed in
ontextual cues but not location. The impairment in rate
emapping was accompanied by a reduced ability to dis-
riminate chambers with different conditioning histories in
fear learning task. The discrimination deficit was only

pparent when the difference between the chambers was

CA3 DG

ig. 4. Examples of place fields in CA3, DG and perforant-path axon
unning in a square box (left) or a cylinder (right). Three different cells
mall, suggesting that synaptic plasticity in the DG is nec- ‘
ssary for decorrelation and disambiguation of overlapping
xperiences.

The conclusions from these rodent studies are sup-
orted by very recent findings in humans. Bakker et al.
2008) obtained high-resolutions scans from the hip-
ocampus while subjects performed an incidental declar-
tive memory encoding task. Activity in the CA3 and DG
egions of the hippocampus differed more across presen-
ations of similar but non-identical pictures than any other
ubregion that was scanned in the medial temporal lobe. It
till needs to be explained why pattern separation should
ive rise to a change in average regional activity in this
tudy; in the animal studies, representations are separated
y recruitment of different populations of active cells but
here is apparently no overall change in the total activity of
he area. Despite this paradox, the human results suggest
hat the role of the early stages of the hippocampus in
attern separation is not limited to decorrelation of spatial
epresentations but rather extends to declarative memory
rocesses more broadly.

need for new models in the spatial domain

he new evidence reviewed above points to some of the
ain features which future mechanistic models of the DG

hould incorporate, even though important elements are
till unclear, and require further experimental work. First, in
ats granule cells appear to show place fields qualitatively
ot too dissimilar from those of their targets, the CA3
yramidal cells (Jung and McNaughton, 1993; Leutgeb et
l., 2007). Second, the quantitative features of those fields
ppear to require a more complex notion of sparseness
han the one that could be used with CA3 place fields. In
escribing CA3 fields, one could apply the same intuitive
otion of sparseness, essentially, that one can apply to
iscrete, nonspatial representations. For discrete patterns
f firing activity, one can loosely refer to the fraction a of

PP (MEC)

ably originating in medial entorhinal cortex (MEC). The animal was
wn for each subregion. Adapted from Leutgeb et al. (2007).
s presum
active cells’—although a more precise definition of sparse-
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ess is needed to measure it from experimental data
Treves and Rolls, 1991)—and use the same quantity as
he probability that a particular cell will be active in a given
attern. Similarly, with CA3 place cells, although spatial
epresentations are clearly continuous (place fields are
raded and not binary) and neighboring places within an
nvironment are coded by highly correlated firing patterns,
ne can still use the same intuition, with minimal adjust-
ents. One may measure the typical size f of a place field

elative to the size of the environment, say f�0.1 in a
ommon recording box, and the probability p that a given
ell will be active somewhere in the environment, say
�0.3 (Leutgeb et al., 2004). Then the probability that a
iven place cell, recorded e.g. during a sleep session, will
e active in a particular location of a particular recording
ox will be roughly (its coding sparseness) a�pf; the prob-
bility that it will have two place fields in the same box will
e roughly p2, and so on—these are gross estimates, but
ot completely misleading. They appear to be misleading,

nstead, in the case of DG granule cells. Why?
Experimental evidence indicates that the probability

hat a given granule cell be active in a typical environment
s quite low, say p�0.03 (Chawla et al., 2005; Ramirez-
maya et al., 2006; Tashiro et al., 2007) but, if active, it is
uite likely that it will have more than one place field
Leutgeb et al., 2007). In fact, the number of place fields
bserved for individual granule cells appears not too dif-
erent from a Poisson distribution with mean parameter q,
ay q�1.7 (Leutgeb et al., 2007). If f denotes again the
ypical relative size of their fields, can one again estimate
s pf the probability that a given granule cell will be active
t a given location of a given environment? Not really. It is
ore accurate to say that with probability 1�p the cell will
ot be active at all, and with probability p it will be active
omewhere, and at a particular location with probability
qf. Two separate mechanisms, which remain to be eluci-
ated, likely determine (i) which (small) subset of granule
ells may be active in a particular spatial environment, and
ii) where exactly in the environment they will have their
usually multiple) place fields.

Understanding how activity in the DG may help estab-
ish new spatial representations in CA3, that is, extending
he model of an unsupervised instructor to the spatial
omain, requires this more articulate notion of sparseness,
ut it also requires a theoretical framework that remains

argely to be developed. A useful start is the Samsonovich
nd McNaughton (1997) ‘multi-chart’ model, which allows

or a calculation of storage capacity (Battaglia and Treves,
998) that smoothly generalizes earlier results applicable
o models with discrete memories. While awaiting the re-
nement of further analytical approaches, useful insight
an be obtained with computer simulations. These have
hown, for example, that the observed multiple granule cell
elds resemble, more than the (usually single) CA3 place
elds, those produced by self-organization of feedforward
nputs from grid-like-units (Rolls et al., 2006; Franzius et
l., 2007), redefining those feedforward models as relevant
or studying granule cell activity and its changes after

ifferent manipulations. Convincing simulations remain to

t
i

e produced, that demonstrate what combination of inputs
ay be crucial in establishing CA3 fields. It appears in-

reasingly likely, however, that in order to develop a pow-
rful model of the network mechanisms that involve the
G, yet another recent finding has to be given proper
onsideration: adult neurogenesis in the DG itself.

THE POTENTIAL VALUE OF ADULT
NEUROGENESIS

he DG is one of a few regions in the mammalian brain in
hich neurogenesis continues to occur in adulthood

Gage, 2000). New granule cells are generated from divid-
ng precursor cells located in the subgranular zone, the
ilar border of the granule cell layer (Fig. 5). Initially, extra
umbers of new neurons are generated, and a substantial
roportion of them dies before they fully mature (Biebl et
l., 2000; Dayer et al., 2003; Kempermann et al., 2003).
he survival or death of immature new neurons is affected
y experience, including hippocampal-dependent learning
Kempermann et al., 1997; Gould et al., 1999; Dobrossy et
l., 2003; Olariu et al., 2005; Dupret et al., 2007; Tashiro et
l., 2007; Epp et al., 2007). Although the precise number of

ig. 5. Newly born granule cells incorporated in the DG of adult mice.
Top) New granule cells (green) were transduced by GFP-expressing
etroviral vectors 4 weeks before the time of section preparation. All
euronal cell bodies are immunolabeled with anti-NeuN antibody (red).
Bottom) Young granule cells are immunostained with anti-doublecor-

in antibody (light blue). Doublecortin is a commonly used marker for
mmature neurons. Images were taken by A. Tashiro and F. H. Gage.
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ewborn cells cannot be accurately assessed using cur-
ently available immuno- or genetic-labeling methods, the
roportion is thought to be relatively small, e.g. it was
stimated as 3–6% of the total number of granule cells per
onth in some studies using young adult rodents (Cam-
ron and McKay, 2001; Tashiro et al., 2007).

Newly born neurons follow a series of maturational
rocesses similar to neurons born in the developing brain
Esposito et al., 2005; Zhao et al., 2006). Shortly after their
irth, new neurons send axons along the MF down to CA3
nd produce dendritic processes into the molecular layer
Hastings and Gould, 1999; Zhao et al., 2006). By 2 weeks,
he new neurons start receiving GABAergic and glutama-
ergic synaptic inputs (Ge et al., 2006), and then the num-
er of dendritic spines increases rapidly (Zhao et al.,
006). By 1 month, their gross morphology is indistinguish-
ble from that of pre-existing mature neurons (van Praag
t al., 2002; Zhao et al., 2006) while changes in the micro-
tructure of dendritic spines still continue (Zhao et al.,
006; Toni et al., 2007). After full maturation, the electro-
hysiological properties of new neurons are comparable to
hose of neurons born in the developing brain (Laplagne et
l., 2006) and the responsiveness to behavioral stimulation

s also generally similar (Jessberger and Kempermann,
003; Tashiro et al., 2007; Kee et al., 2007; but see
amirez-Amaya et al., 2006).

eurogenesis, learning and memory

everal studies indicate that new neurons, despite their
mall number, make distinct contributions to learning and
emory, although the exact function remains somewhat

ontroversial (Shors et al., 2001, 2002; Bruel-Jungerman
t al., 2005; Snyder et al., 2005; Saxe et al., 2006; Winocur
t al., 2006). These studies used pharmacology, irradiation
nd genetic methods to kill dividing cells and block the
eneration of new neurons in the DG. Then they examined

he effects of reduced adult neurogenesis on hippocampal-
ependent memory tasks. A pioneering study by the Shors
nd Gould groups used systemic injections of a drug called
ethylazoxymethanol acetate (MAM), which blocks cell
ivision, and showed that trace eye-blink conditioning, a
ippocampal-dependent memory task, was impaired in
ats with a substantial reduction in the level of adult neu-
ogenesis. In a follow-up study, these groups showed that
nother hippocampal-dependent memory task, trace fear
onditioning, was affected by the same manipulation,
hereas other forms of learning, such as contextual fear
onditioning and spatial learning in the Morris water maze,
ere not, raising the possibility that new neurons are in-
olved specifically in the association of events separated
y time, which is required for establishing trace condition-

ng. Subsequent studies found impairments in long-term
etrieval in object recognition tasks, over days (Bruel-
ungerman et al., 2005), and long-term retrieval in the
ater maze task, over weeks (Snyder et al., 2005), after
lockade of adult neurogenesis by MAM and whole-brain

rradiation, respectively. An additional study found instead
hat contextual fear conditioning, but not acquisition or

ong-term retrieval of the water maze task, was affected r
fter irradiation or genetic ablation (Saxe et al., 2006)
hereas hippocampal-dependent working memory tasks

n a radial maze were actually improved after those ma-
ipulations (Saxe et al., 2007). With such controversial
esults, it seems premature to conclude that specific func-
ions require adult neurogenesis and others do not. It does
ppear that hippocampal-dependent memory is in some
ay dependent on neurogenesis, although the common
echanism underlying the various manipulations leaves

he possibility that the observed effects were caused by
illing other classes of dividing cells, instead of neuronal
recursors. Further quantitative approaches are likely
eeded to better elucidate such dependence.

Modeling studies have begun to analyze the effect of
dult neurogenesis in learning and memory using neural
etworks with neuronal turnover, where the addition of new
eurons with randomly imposed connections is compen-
ated by the death of randomly chosen pre-existing neu-
ons. Under such conditions, slight beneficial effects on
ew learning accompany the clearance of old memories
Chambers et al., 2004; Deisseroth et al., 2004; Becker,
005). Predating these models, a behavioral study using
orebrain-specific presenilin-1 gene knockout mice had in
act suggested a role of new neurons in memory clearance
Feng et al., 2001). Exposure to an enriched environment
ncreased adult neurogenesis and the removal of memo-
ies acquired before the exposure, in wild-type mice, while
oth effects of the enriched environment were impaired in
he transgenic mice. It would be important to confirm a role
n memory clearance with an interference method more
pecific to adult neurogenesis in the DG. It should be
oted, however, that available evidence, based on the
umber of surviving BrdU-positive new neurons, does not
upport neuronal turnover in the DG, but rather indicates
ure addition of new neurons (Kempermann et al., 2003;
euner et al., 2004; Tashiro et al., 2007). Nonetheless,
hese studies remind us that adult neurogenesis could
ave a beneficial effect without requiring any special prop-
rties in the new neurons that pre-existing mature neurons
o not have. Even the simple addition of new neurons with
andomly-assigned connectivity may help the DG produce
ew memory patterns in CA3, uncorrelated with previously
tored patterns. With the addition of new neurons the
vailable set of granule cells is changed over time. If a
iven input pattern to the DG activated several newly
dded granule cells, the output pattern to CA3 would be
ifferent from one caused by a similar input pattern before
he new granule cells were added, enhancing pattern sep-
ration beyond the level which, network models suggest, is
lready achievable without neurogenesis.

nique properties of young neurons: a critical
eriod?

ccumulating evidence, however, supports the idea that
oung new neurons do have unique properties, which may
e important to consider. Some of the behavioral studies
entioned above suggest that trace eye-blink conditioning
nd long-term water maze retrieval are impaired by a

eduction of young new neurons, less than 1 month old, but
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ot of older new neurons (Shors et al., 2001; Snyder et al.,
005). Consistent with these observations, two recent
tudies, using an activity-mapping approach with immedi-
te-early gene expression, indicated that the activity of
ew neurons is affected by previous experience (water
aze training, or exposure to an enriched environment) at
iscrete stages of maturation (Kee et al., 2007; Tashiro et
l., 2007)—although the specific timing is still controver-
ial—suggesting that new neurons have a sort of critical
eriod for representing new information. The critical period
ay be mediated by two properties of young new neurons.
irst, they show enhanced synaptic plasticity (Wang et al.,
000; Snyder et al., 2001; Schmidt-Hieber et al., 2004; Ge
t al., 2007). Second, it was shown that the survival/death
ate of new neurons, which is determined during their
mmature stages, is input-dependent, through NMDA re-
eptor involvement (Tashiro et al., 2006). The importance
f such determination was supported by the finding that
erformance in a hippocampal-dependent water maze
ask was impaired when a cell death blocker was infused
nto the animals (Dupret et al., 2007). Thus, by these two
nput-dependent mechanisms, new neurons with specific
onnectivity patterns might be produced, which reflect ex-
erience during their critical period.

The existence of a critical period may imply that time is
n important factor to determine how experience is en-
oded in the hippocampus. Aimone et al. (2006) assumed
hat young new neurons respond less specifically to differ-
nt input patterns than pre-existing neurons and that they
ave functional synapses onto CA3, and thus proposed
hat the less specific firing of new neurons may help en-
ode information about unrelated events, which occur
lose in time, into overlapping subsets of CA3 neurons.
ince, at different times, different subsets of new neurons
re within their critical period, novel experiences occurring
t different times may be encoded into less overlapping
ubsets of CA3 neurons by those different subsets of new
eurons with different birthdates, helping pattern separa-
ion. Wiskott et al. (2006) have implicitly modeled the no-
ion of a critical period in which only synapses of new, but
ot pre-existing neurons can learn, and they have sug-
ested that adult neurogenesis is beneficial to avoid de-
rading old memories by encoding new ones. Thus, al-
hough their contribution is not clear, young neurons during
heir critical period may help memory encoding in CA3, by
irtue of unique properties that mature neurons do not
ave.

If young new neurons play a role in encoding new
nformation, what would be the role of mature neurons,
hich have already gone through their critical period? The

ong-term survival of new neurons over many months sug-
ests that those mature neurons are still useful, perhaps
s they may hold on to the information they acquired in

heir critical period. In agreement with this idea, studies
sing immediate-early genes, described above, have ob-
erved long-term changes, even after months, in the re-
ponsiveness of new neurons to events that also occurred
arlier, during their critical period (Kee et al., 2007; Tashiro

t al., 2007). These findings suggest that time-dependent O
ncoding could occur in the DG, in addition to CA3 as
roposed by Aimone et al. (2006). Buzzetti et al. (2007)
ested the idea that such time-dependent differentiation
ay help pattern separation, by encoding similar events
ccurring at different times into different sets of granule
ells. Their preliminary results do not show evidence for
he recruitment of different sets of granule cells in re-
ponse to events that initially occurred at different times,
eeks apart, although the analysis considered the total
ranule cell population, not new neurons specifically. Fur-
her studies that examine effects specifically implicating
ew neurons are thus required. The behavioral study
howing that long-term, but not short-term, memory re-
rieval was impaired by blocking adult neurogenesis (Sny-
er et al., 2005) suggests that information which had
een encoded by new neurons during their critical pe-
iod may still require those (now mature) neurons to be
ffectively retrieved. This notion brings us back to the
nresolved issue whether the DG is required only in
ncoding new memories or both in encoding and re-

rieval. A possibility, consistent with a role only in en-
oding, is that new neurons, after their critical period,
ay help encode in CA3 representations related, some-
ow, to experience during their critical period. In this
erspective, the critical period can be regarded as a
reparatory period, which churns out neurons with a
pecific inclination to encode (in CA3) certain represen-
ations rather than others. For example, if two entorhinal
nput patterns, coming at different times, reflected im-
ortant common elements of a sensory scene, they
ight activate several of the same mature granule cells,
hich had been predisposed during their critical period

o be activated by that scene. The two time-separated
nput patterns may then be assigned correlated repre-
entations in CA3, thereby linking across time specific
emories that share substantial components. It had
arly been proposed, by McNaughton and Morris (1987)
nd by Rolls (1989), to consider the entorhinal– dentate
onnections as a competitive network, leading to the
epresentation of relatively stable discrete categories
the ‘inclinations’ of granule cells) which may then be
sed to form non-completely random representations in
A3. The new evidence on neurogenesis stimulates
ow the development of those early ideas, to effectively
omplement the simple pattern separation/pattern com-
letion distinction with a more refined analysis of the
patio-temporal metric of hippocampal representations.

We have described three possible ways in which new
eurons may contribute to memory encoding in CA3. 1)
he addition of new neurons (even if random) may en-
ance pattern separation in CA3 by providing additional
vailable sets of input patterns, uncorrelated with previ-
usly-used patterns. 2) Young new neurons may play a
pecial role in memory encoding in CA3 because of their
nique properties, that mature neurons do not have. 3) The
pecific inclinations of new neurons, mediated by experi-
nces during their critical period, may improve CA3 repre-
entations established after those new neurons mature.

bviously these are not mutually exclusive, and such mul-
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ifaceted roles of new neurons along their maturation may
elp explain why the DG needs neurogenesis, instead of
imply adding classes of neurons with some specialized
unctions. Despite the recent expanding interest in adult
eurogenesis, exactly how new neurons in the DG are

nvolved in learning and memory is still controversial. Fur-
her experimental studies to assess their contribution to
nformation storage are essential to develop sharper the-
retical concepts.

HIPPOCAMPUS AND MEMORY IN
NON-MAMMALIAN VERTEBRATES

ome birds demonstrate exquisite spatial memory, hoard-
ng food at thousands of distinct locations every year and
etrieving it after months. An extensive number of studies,
eviewed e.g. by Clayton and Krebs (1995) and Clayton
1998), have linked the specific memories associated with
ood-storing behavior to the avian homolog of the mam-
alian hippocampus (see also Healy et al., 2005). Lesion

tudies, e.g. in pigeons, show that the avian hippocampus
s required for navigation, at least when based on a geo-

etrical map of the environment (Bingman and Jones,
994; Vargas et al., 2004). A most interesting line of evi-
ence suggests that a functional involvement of the hip-
ocampal formation in spatial memory is not limited to
ammals and birds, but rather it extends to reptiles and
ven to ray-finned fish (Rodríguez et al., 2002a,b). Analo-
ously to mammals and birds, reptiles and goldfish can
se what appears to be a map-like allocentric representa-
ion of space to navigate. Moreover, these navigational
trategies appear to depend on the homolog of the hip-
ocampal formation (Butler, 2000; Vargas et al., 2006).
uch an impressive conservation of the nature of ‘hip-
ocampal’ functions through hundreds of millions of years
f divergent evolution stimulates, with all the prudence that
he notion of homology requires (Striedter and Northcutt,
991), a comparative assessment of the internal circuitry,
hich might perhaps reveal the magic neural network

trick’ that has allowed us (vertebrates) to draw maps for
uch a long time.

ig. 6. Neither the reptilian (left) nor avian hippocampus (right) includ
G is considered to be homolog to the medial, small celled cortex of r
lear correspondence has been established with the subdivisions o

mulders; nomenclature according to Atoji and Wild, 2004). Other abbr: Cxd, do
sm, medial septal nucleus; Tr, triangular part between V-shaped layer of hippo
ivergent patterns of medial forebrain organization

onverging observations from neuronatomical, embryo-
ogical and genetic approaches support the idea that the

ammalian hippocampus is homologous to the mediodor-
al cortical domain of reptiles (Stephan, 1975; Lopez-
arcía and Martinez-Guijjaro, 1988; Ulinski, 1990a,b; ten
onkelaar, 2000) and to the most dorsomedial part of the

elencephalon in birds. Whereas in most reptiles the me-
io-dorsal part of the telencephalic pallium shows a three-

ayered cortical structure, in birds the medial part of the
orebrain looks different since, during development, the
edial surface of the pallium merges with more ventrally

ocated pallial structures, resulting in an overall loss of the
ypical cortical (i.e. layered) appearance.

The cortex in reptiles is generally divided into me-
iodorsal, dorsal and lateral cortex, which all present a
hree-layered structure that is strikingly comparable to that
een in the mammalian hippocampus. The mediodorsal
ortex is further subdivided into a more medial small-celled
ortion and a mediodorsal large celled one (Cxms and
xml, respectively; Fig. 6, left).

Principal neurons in the small celled portion are pyra-
idal or spherical neurons, closely packed, extending den-
rites into the molecular layer as well as into the deep,
olymorph layer. Similar to what is seen in the DG in
ammals, a majority of the dendrites extend into the mo-

ecular layer and the first bifurcation is close to the soma.
t least six different cell types have been described within

he cell layer, some of which send axons to the adjacent
arge celled part of the mediodorsal cortex (Wouterlood,
981) as well as to the dorsal cortex (Olucha et al., 1988;
oogland and Vermeulen-VanderZee, 1993). This projec-

ion stains intensely for zinc with the Timm stain (Timm,
958), and targets neurons in the large-celled portion of
he mediodorsal cortex. Here, the principal cells mainly
ave a polygonal or pyramidal cell body with large apical
endrites extending into the molecular layer, as well as
asal dendrites extending into the polymorph layer and
djacent white matter (Wouterlood, 1981; ten Donkelaar,
000). Zinc-positive terminals have further been described
n neurons in the polymorph layer of the small-celled

division with all the features of the mammalian DG. The mammalian
xms; left, photograph adapted from Smeets et al., 1986), whereas no
an hippocampus (right, picture courtesy of Henrik Lange and Tom
es a sub
eptiles (C
f the avi
rsal cortex; DVR, dorso-ventricular ridge; Nsd, dorsal septal nucleus;
campal formation; DM, dorsomedial region of hippocampal formation.
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ortion. The targets are large inverted pyramidal cells and
ore fusiform cells that show large bulb- or club-like struc-

ures with a diameter of up to 2 �m, resembling the MF
xcrescences described for mammalian mossy cells
Blackstad and Kjaerheim, 1961; Hamlyn, 1962; Amaral,
978; Wouterlood, 1981; Martinez-Guijarro et al., 1984;
opez-García et al., 1988; Ulinski, 1990a,b). The axons of
hese target cells leave the cortex, joining the underlying
hite matter tracts, but their targets have not been deter-
ined.

Using the definition of the DG as provided here, and in
ine with many other authors, it seems thus safe to con-
lude that the small and large cell portions of the reptilian
ortex do correspond to the dentate and CA area, respec-
ively, as seen in mammals, although the reptiles have only

single CA field. In fact, in several mammals, such as the
possum, mice, rat and tenrec, parts of the hippocampus,
enerally referred to as the anterior tenia tecta and indu-
ium griseum, resemble the lizard medial cortex, where the
entate and CA fields form a continuous sheet of cells with

wo morphologies, granule and pyramidal (Stephan, 1975;
yss and Sripanidkulchai, 1983; Shipley and Adamek,

984; Gloor, 1997; Künzle, 2004). A further piece of infor-
ation supporting this conclusion is that, similar to what
as been reported in the mammalian DG, the medial cor-
ex of adult lizards exhibits neurogenesis during the lifes-
an and differentiated neurons actually give rise to zinc-
ontaining projections to other parts of the cortex, thus
esulting in a continuous growth of it. In the common lizard
odarcis hispanica this results in quadrupling the number
f neurons. Even more striking are observations that al-
ost complete lesions of the mediodorsal cortex, damag-

ng up to 95% of all neurons, stimulate neuroblast forma-
ion and subsequent differentiation, such that an almost
ntirely new cortex, connectionally indistinguishable from
he lesioned one, comes into place (Lopez-García et al.,
002). This effect is most likely qualitatively but not quan-
itatively comparable to the reported increase in neurogen-
sis as the result of, for example, induction of epileptic
eizures in rats (Parent et al., 1997; Nakagawa et al.,
000).

In terms of connectivity, the most salient reptilian–
ammalian difference is the lack, in mammals, of projec-

ions from the granule cells to either the CA1 field (consis-
ent with the notion that CA1 is differentiated from CA3 in
ammals but not in reptiles) or to the dorsal cortex. By

orfeiting their longer distance projections the principal
ells of the medial reptilian cortex have effectively become,
n the mammalian DG, local excitatory interneurons.

different structure in the dorsomedial
elencephalon in birds

he avian dorsomedial telencephalon (Fig. 6, right) has
ong been regarded, and referred to, as the hippocampus
f birds—or perhaps as their hippocampal complex, in-
luding the parahippocampal region (Ariens-Kapper et al.,
936). It has, e.g. in chicken (Molla et al., 1986), the usual

hree layers, including a middle ‘granular’ layer of pyrami-

al cells, similar to reptilian cortex and to paleocortex in b
ammals, and comparable overall afferent and efferent
onnectivity (reviewed in Dubbeldam, 1998). It remains
nclear, however, whether it is at all possible to go beyond
his rather general homology and try to establish a more
etailed correspondence between subdivisions of such
ippocampal region. In particular with regard to the DG,
he Timm stain, which in reptiles and mammals clearly
dentifies the zinc-rich projections to the pyramidal cells of
he large celled region (in reptiles) or to CA3 (in mammals;
ig. 2), in birds produces only a weak and diffuse stain
Faber et al., 1989; Montagnese et al., 1993, 1996). In
ddition, most studies describing the morphology of prin-
ipal cells have reported an absence of granule cells, such
hat variously shaped pyramidal cells form the majority of
he neuronal population (Montagnese et al., 1996; Tömböl
t al., 2000; Srivastava et al., 2007). Another approach to
ry to pinpoint at the avian ‘DG’ would be to make use of
onnectional criteria, but unfortunately this has led to con-
radictory conclusions. In pigeons, Kahn et al. (2003) iden-
ify in the most ventro-medial region, which is V-shaped
ith two blades of neurons and a central area in between,

he avian ‘CA1,’ consistent with a correspondence sug-
ested earlier in the zebra finch (Székely and Krebs,
996). Atoji and Wild (2004), instead, see in the same
egion the pigeon ‘DG,’ a correspondence perhaps more in
ine with the V shape and the position at the medial ex-
reme of the pallium. Taken together these data have led
everal authors to suggest an absence of a DG and of the
elated MF system in birds, such that only a hippocampus
roper would be present (Montagnese et al., 1996; Tömböl
t al., 2000; Srivastava et al., 2007).

Whether or not a DG in birds is present does not
owever affect the presence of neurogenesis. It has been
eported in a number of avian species that in the ventric-
lar zone associated with the hippocampus, as well as that
ssociated with the so-called hyperstriatum, neurons are
orn continuously. These neurons migrate into the hip-
ocampal complex, where they become part of functional
ircuits. The rate of neurogenesis depends on experience,

ncluding spatial learning (Patel et al., 1997; Barnea et al.,
006). However, neurogenesis in the avian brain is not
estricted to the hippocampal complex but also occurs in a
umber of other structures, for example those associated
ith vocalization. In both instances the rate of neurogen-
sis shows seasonal changes related to behavior (Barnea
nd Nottebohm, 1994; Nottebohm, 2004). Interestingly, in
ray squirrels, that show seasonal changes in food cach-

ng, similar to those observed in food hoarding birds, no
easonal changes in the proliferation rate in the DG have
een observed (Lavenex et al., 2000).

Ultimately, it may be safer to resist the temptation to
roclaim a trisynaptic circuit in birds, even though various
ets of three cell populations with connections from one to
he next (not rare in brains) may offer themselves as
andidates. While describing the internal organization of
he avian hippocampus and understanding how it operates
t the network level is a fascinating challenge (Atoji and
ild, 2006), it could well be that our commonalities with
irds are more salient at the system level. At the internal,
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etwork level, the best preserved original trait appears to
e the extensive system of recurrent connections among
rincipal cells, which however in mammals is restricted to
he CA3 field. Moreover, our common ancestors may have
volved, for unknown reasons, a subsystem of zinc-rich
onnections, which is prominently expressed in reptiles,
ay have recessed in birds, and which seems to have
een perfected in mammals into the very raison d’être of
he now-intrinsic granule cells.

an storage and retrieval be separated
ithout the DG?

he divergent lines of neuroanatomical evolution reviewed
bove suggest that the pattern separation function, hy-
othesized to be enhanced in mammals by the DG
Kesner et al., 2000; Acsády and Káli, 2007; Leutgeb and
oser, 2007), may be implemented also in other ways.
erhaps, the competition between the afferent projections,

orcing a novel ensemble to represent a new memory, and
he recurrent connections, reinstating fragments of previ-
usly stored ones, can be simply modulated in time, with-
ut a duplication of inputs, by potentiating afferent inputs at
torage and recurrent inputs at retrieval. A temporal sep-
ration between distinct operating modes is itself a recur-
ent idea, although it has been articulated differently in
isparate contexts. Sleep/wake algorithms, studied in ma-
hine learning, separate a wake phase in which activity
eflects inputs from the sensory world and is propagated
orward, and a sleep phase in which it reflects internal
models of the world’ and is propagated backward (Hinton
t al., 1995). Closer to the hippocampus, the rich rhythm
henomenology presented in particular by rodents has
ncouraged theories which allocate distinct network oper-
tions to temporal segments characterized by different
hythmic activity (Buzsaki, 1989, 2007). Over much of the
ast few years, several laboratories have investigated the
otion that patterns encoded in the hippocampus at times
f robust theta activity, during exploratory behavior, may
e retrieved in temporally compressed form in the sharp
aves that accompany slow-wave sleep or rest (e.g. Wil-
on and McNaughton, 1994; Nádasdy et al., 1999; Lee and
ilson, 2002; Foster and Wilson, 2006; Euston et al.,

007). A more recent idea is that different phases within
ndividual theta periods might be differentiated along the
torage/retrieval axis (Hasselmo et al., 2002; Kunec et al.,
005; Zilli and Hasselmo, 2006).

A selective modulation of the activity (and plasticity) of
pecific synaptic systems may also be obtained at arbitrary
imes, irrespective of rhythmic activity, by neuromodulators
uch as acetylcholine (ACh). Even if spreading to all neigh-
oring synapses, neuromodulators can exploit the orderly
rrangement of pyramidal cell dendrites in the cortex,
hich allows for differential action on the synapses distrib-
ted in distinct layers, as well as receptor specificity (Has-
elmo and Schnell, 1994). ACh is one of several very
ncient neuromodulating systems (Wessler et al., 1999),
ell conserved across vertebrates, and it may have oper-
ted in this way already in the early reptilian cortex,

hroughout its subdivisions. Although clearly relevant to the 2
ippocampus and to the CA3 subfield in particular, with its
wn complement in the DG (Hasselmo et al., 1995; Has-
elmo and Wyble, 1997; Kremin and Hasselmo, 2007),
Ch action does not seem specific to it, and it has been
tudied in detail, for example also in piriform cortex, or in
bstract networks which could be taken as models of
ifferent structures (Hasselmo et al., 1995). In neuromodu-

ators, and indeed in other mechanisms that might modu-
ate storage and retrieval based on different types of rhyth-

ic activity, evolution may have found partial solutions to
ccommodate the conflicting drives toward optimizing stor-
ge and optimizing retrieval. One drawback of relying on
Ch modulation alone is that it requires an active process

hat distinguishes storage from retrieval periods, and reg-
lates ACh-release accordingly. Combining ACh modula-
ion with rhythmic activity may dispense from such a pro-
ess. In general, however, it appears that such qualitative
rguments are insufficient to appreciate what can and
annot be done with neuromodulation and temporal pars-

ng, and it remains an exciting challenge for future work to
evelop further quantitative analyses of these memory
echanisms.

MAKING SPACE FOR THE DG

mboldened by the recent discoveries, and exploiting the
ather unconstrained nature of speculations about neural
ystems in the past, we may attempt a simplified sketch of
he evolution of the structures subserving the formation of
omplex memories. Even though their complexity was then
uite limited, we can hypothesize that already half a billion
ears ago these memories emerged as the culmination of
ensory processing in the vertebrate pallium. In amniotes,
ome 300 million years ago, memory formation occurred,
oremost, in the newly organized orderly arrangement of
aleocortex (where recurrent connections would dominate
n the basal dendrites of pyramidal cells, leaving to affer-
nt inputs the synaptic territory closer to the surface) with
he relatively more complex, relational and spatial types of
emories arising after lateral and dorsal processing, in the
edial portion, rich in zinc. One may reckon that a tenta-

ive distinction between storage and retrieval modes, to
elp pattern separation, was operated by neuromodula-
ors, chiefly ACh, possibly assisted by rhythmic activity,
nd that the zinc may have been there for unrelated rea-
ons. In cold-blooded reptiles, whose inability to sustain
rotracted efforts, including long food searching explora-
ions, limits the utility of spatial memory, the existing ar-
angements for memory formation were ‘deemed satisfac-
ory,’ and the dynamics of evolutionary change concen-
rated elsewhere—e.g. in sharpening the teeth of T. rex. In
irds and in mammals, instead, the possibility of long-term
lanned behavior afforded by endothermy stimulated the
efinement of the network mechanisms for establishing
ew spatial memories, with reduced interference and en-
anced capacity (Carroll, 1988). Birds, at least some birds,
onceived a way to achieve such refinement. They have
ot told us, and we still have no clue what it is (Smulders,

006). We mammals, some 200 million years ago, thought
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f using all that zinc to set up powerful and sparse synaptic
onnections (the complicated way zinc may help is just
eginning to be unraveled, Vogt et al., 2000; Bischofberger
t al., 2006; Mott et al., 2008), and we asked our medial-
ost cortex to please curl up and absolve the new instruc-

or function. This new arrangement works fine, and we all
ave retained it ever since.

The above scenario might seem satisfying, but at a
loser look it opens up more questions than it answers.
ssuming that indeed both birds and mammals have de-
ised separate mechanisms for memory formation, which
ugment rather than replace the earlier ones based on
euromodulation, what is the avian mechanism like? Is it

ust a different answer to the same question, as it were, or
s the question that evolution had to answer a bit different
n the case of birds, for example because they fly? Do the
ifferent statistical properties of space, as perceived in
ight, place different constraints on the formation of spatial
emories?

And, if the DG is indeed the mammalian ‘answer,’ is it
n answer determined by their spatial environment being
ssentially two-dimensional? Is it a solution that comes in

he same package, so to speak, with place cells? It is
nteresting to note that bats, mammals that can fly, have
ecently been shown to have hippocampal cells with place
elds similar to those observed in rodents—at least when
hey walk (Ulanovsky and Moss, 2007). Convincing place
ells have not yet been demonstrated in monkeys, which
resent instead with a small proportion of hippocampal

spatial view’ cells (Rolls et al., 1997); but they have been
eported in humans (Ekstrom et al., 2003); and it is unclear
o what extent parallel spatial correlates determine the
ctivity of cells in various subdivisions of the avian hip-
ocampus (Bingman and Sharp, 2006). And if the 2D

opology of typical mammalian space indeed favors
he dentate solution, with or without place cells, what about
ammals that went back to the sea, like dolphins and
hales? Are they equally well serviced by their mammalian
G, or are they stuck in an evolutionary cul-de-sac, as
erhaps suggested by the regressive scaling (relatively

imited size) of their overall hippocampi (Morgane et al.,
982; Hof and Van der Gucht, 2007)?

Scaling relations, in general, provide a body of quan-
itative data across mammalian species (Finlay and Dar-
ington, 1995; Reep et al., 2007). Can we hope to under-
tand them with quantitative mechanistic models, thus pre-
icting the number of granule cells, for example, in a
pecies in which it has not been measured yet, and how
any new ones are produced per month? Further, with the
ossible advent of techniques for stimulating neurogenesis

n the human DG, is there just a potential for functional
epair, or also for the outright enhancement of memory
rocesses?

Fortunately, some of these questions seem far from
eing answered anytime soon, providing the prospect of
any years of exciting research.
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